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Introduction
1.1 Vision:

Employment is a critical factor in any
town or area. It is one of the three key
factors in NPPF behind the idea of a
sustainable place. Given its good
location in the South East for London,
Gatwick Airport, M25, Channel Tunnel
and commuting lines to Croydon and
London, our area of Caterham, Chaldon
and Whyteleafe ( CCWNP) is attractive
for both housing and business.
As a result many skilled people have
come to the area over the last 20 plus
years attracted by the mix of housing ,
business, local services and the desirable character of the surrounding area.
However, our study of local population and employment up to 2017 or 2018 (latest available at
May 2019) shows the balance between housing and local employment in CCWNP has deteriorated
over a 20 year period, due to significant loss of commercial sites in favour of housing.
The result is that only about half of the local adult population are engaged with local enterprises,
which is one of the lowest figures around London and the South East and we need to find ways to
improve that. Behind this figure is evidence that actually 70% of those living locally work
elsewhere, while an inflow equivalent to 20% come into our area for lower value jobs.
We need to encourage a better mix of start-ups, high value added business operating in modern
technologies and where a skilled and motivated population can be rewarded. To attract business
we need space for enterprise in the different town and village centres, together with other
suitable locations around the CCWNP area. Places with good communications facilities - whether
for traditional transport and access, or providing modern digital communications would be ideal.
Our plan identifies key issues and puts forward ideas to achieve a better balance. Given the high
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skills mix of those living here, who travel elsewhere for work, the impact of even a shift of 5%
would make a significant difference to the local economy whether for shops, services, business,
leisure and of course travel and parking.

1.2 Policy Areas:
Policies are proposed to support the retention and expansion of local business in the
Neighbourhood Plan area.
Elements to support regeneration of local business
•
•
•
•
•

support local businesses and encourage others to come
create links and co-operation with all business, large or small
encourage businesses and social enterprise that benefit the community
keep mixed use of Caterham and Whyteleafe centres
Introduce Article 4 provisions or similar policies where necessary, to avoid further erosion of
the commercial base by residential conversion, without full consideration of the impact on
the local economy.

Viz
Policy CCW11: MIXED USE SCHEMES IN COMMERCIAL AREAS
Policy CCW12: INCUBATOR/FLEXIBLE START-UP BUSINESS SPACE
Policy CCW13: RETAINING AND ENHANCING THE VITALITY AND VIABILITY OF RETAIL CENTRES
Policy CCW14: SUPPORTING RECREATION AND SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
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1.3

Main Evidence

CCWNP vs Tandridge Local Jobs since 2009
Bigger drop in CCWNP than Tandridge & elsewhere.
Due Permitted Development and business closures, plus overall
economy. 866 local jobs loss locally = -8.4% in
9 years ,while population grew by +10.5%
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The overall population has increased but locally based jobs have fallen. Over the last 9 years
there are approx 900 less jobs, at a time when those of working age rose by 1,000 people. This
pattern is not seen in nearby places such as Reigate.
The chart summarises the shrinkage of local jobs, while the population rises.

The widening ratio of external to local jobs is a big local issue (Job density). Other places in
the South East typically have ratios between 70 to 85%. In our Neighbourhood Plan area
many work elsewhere, hurting the local daytime and evening economy, retail and town
centres, plus the impact to traffic patterns, transport and commuting services and parking
demands.
.
The latest job density figure is just 51.8% local
jobs vs the working population compared with
73% in the whole of Tandridge and an average
in the South East of 87%. This has fallen in
CCWNP from 61% in 2009 to 51.8% in mid
2017.
( Job Density & Business Research - Source: Nomis
Tandridge profile and CCWNP specific BRES data 27th Sept
2018)
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The 20 year raid on commercial space.
Replacing Business with Houses

Earlier reductions in commercial space before
2009 are estimated to have removed at least
another 500 local jobs, being the initial factor
behind a fall in our job density from higher
levels to first 61% in 2009 and now to 51.8%.
in 2017. Further information is provided in
later Business Evidence summaries, which
show how different industry sectors are
affected.

2000+ houses
5,000+ people
Younger & skilled
Stressed facilities

> 50 Hectares

The resident and business survey for the
Neighbourhood Plan, strongly supports
strengthening local business and jobs. (92%).
The loss of jobs over the last few years
correlates strongly to Permitted Development
where active employment and mixed use
sites have been closed.

> 30 local businesses or
institutions
over 1,500 jobs

Many of the "local" jobs lost have gone to Reigate/Redhill or other nearby destinations eg Crawley
where available and flexible business accommodation exists.
Total CCWNP employment rates however are similar to other parts of the South East, with high
overall employment from the combined totals of local and external jobs. The latest estimated jobs
figures for 2017 across Tandridge shows an average for the district better than the South East with
a very low rate of unemployment of 2.8% in Tandridge vs 3.4% in the South East and 4.2% for the
UK. At the time of the last Census Tandridge's actual value was also 2.8%.
The only equivalent combined total for local and external jobs for CCNWP area, is from census
figures. In 2011 our equivalent figure was 3.2%. It is likely that our combined figure continues at
similar levels to the last census.
Returning to our issue of falling job density, the consequences are a reduction in the daytime
economy eg retail lower, a travel pattern skewed in favour of rail or road use with large numbers of
people moving in and out through travel portals and, car parking together with roads stressed.
This is not an example of a sustainable model.

1.4

Related Government, LEP, County and District policies

We note our overall goal to support mixed use regeneration of local centres, including local
business and the supporting infrastructure, is in alignment with those by Coast to Capital’s
Gatwick 360°plan published Dec 2018. Local authorities within their area including Tandridge
District Council, endorsed the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), with responsibility for overall
economic development as a partnership between public and private sector and with access to
significant government funding to assist that goal. The Gatwick 360° report lists Caterham for
mixed use regeneration of the core town centre areas.
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Additionally our town centre policy to support mixed use regeneration is in line with Surrey CC's
Interim Local Strategic Statement ( LSS dated Dec 2017), which similarly lists Caterham Valley
Centre for mixed use.
Although Tandridge's 2019 Local plan submission supports regeneration of mixed use Town
Centres in general statements, there is one important exception which relates to Caterham
Town Centre's adopted SPD, which excluded Business from mixed use in early 2018 of a key site.
We believe this is inappropriate and should be added back before or at inspection, or any
planning decisions due prior to that. This goes against expert evidence via G L Hearn, of the
need to increase the supply of commercial space as part of Tandridge's own Local Plan
submission and our own evidence of a continuing decline in commercial space damaging the
local economy.
Our strategy is also in line with the Government’s expressed aim to rebalance the UK economy;
encourage new businesses in 21st century sectors; provide funding for start-ups and
opportunities for regional growth.
Government policy for a balance between Business and Housing, to create a Sustainable economy
in the CCWNP area is supported fully by National Planning Policy Framework namely:
•

•

•

an economic objective – to help build a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by
ensuring that sufficient land of the right types is available in the right places and at the right
time to support growth, innovation and improved productivity; and by identifying and
coordinating the provision of infrastructure;
a social objective – to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by ensuring that a
sufficient number and range of homes can be provided to meet the needs of present and
future generations; and by fostering a well-designed and safe built environment, with
accessible services and open spaces that reflect current and future needs and support
communities’ health, social and cultural well-being; and
an environmental objective – to contribute to protecting and enhancing our natural, built
and historic environment; including making effective use of land, helping to improve
biodiversity, using natural resources prudently, minimising waste and pollution, and
mitigating and adapting to climate change, including moving to a low carbon economy.
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2

Analysis of CCWNP Economy

2.1

Current factors

The introduction showed an overall fall in
local jobs, while local population grew.
Analysis indicates the fall in employment
comes from a significant drop in the number
of local companies in the 50 and above
employee size range, with a flat trend in 10 49 size. Despite this there is a very healthy
small business segment ( Micro size with
between 0 to 9 employees). Our policies are
aimed to assist all size companies, whether
start-ups or established.
Air travel and airports, construction of the M23 and M25 roads, upgrade of the A22, and the
opening of the Channel Tunnel were the major infrastructure changes in the last few decades,
together with the increasing impact of Green Belt policy to limit development to existing
settlements.
Modern communications such as Internet and mobile, have drastically altered working patterns
particularly over the last decade.
London continues as a major global centre with Croydon to the north for business, housing & retail.
Gatwick & Heathrow are also key local business portals. We take the view that regardless of the
BREXIT outcome, London will continue to be a magnet for specific job skills. However the internet
will continue to change the range of location choices and more businesses will choose to locate
outside London if communications remove distance barriers.
In the last few years a significant part of the town’s residential growth has been at the expense of
local jobs and commercial space, within the settlement boundary, avoiding erosion of the Green
Belt. The difference between land values for residential and commercial sites accentuates this and
Government policies have encouraged it.
Despite pressing Tandridge DC to register Article 4 restrictions on at risk commercial sites to ensure
full planning consent rather than Permitted Development policies would apply, this has not
occurred with one exception.
We welcome the recent decision by Tandridge DC to purchase the Quadrant House mixed use
building on Croydon Road, to safeguard commercial space and as an investment. It means
Tandridge DC has a stronger stakeholder role in managing Town Centre regeneration and should
also be considered in other key sites if the "Wrong" type of development would otherwise occur.
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2.2

Jobs, trends and opportunities by Industry sector in Caterham, Chaldon &
Whyteleafe

The CCWNP chart shows local employment patterns
for key "SMART" industries. Several sectors have
been hit by job losses including Business Admin &
Support and Professional, Scientific & Technical.
Arts & Creative sectors have done better, however
their premises are often smaller and include some
home working. The two largest job loss sectors
coincide with permitted development of offices,
loosing 600+ jobs in 3yrs
These industry sectors are highlighted in UK and
Coast to Capital strategic thinking and we endorse
these sectors locally too. They are sectors capable
of adapting rapidly to more dispersed and effective
mobile and fixed telecommunication networks, if
flexible commercial space is available.
The intro gave relevant local job density at 51.8% in
2017. The ratio of those who travel out is in fact
higher than these figures suggest, as there is both
an outflow and an inflow of people to CCWNP for
work. Our current best estimate is a flow of 70%
outwards, offset by a flow of around 20% inwards,
leading to the 51.8% net figure.
As shown in the chart the 6 "SMART" sectors for us
are:
Business Admin ( 2/1270), Edu (4/1145), Prof &
Scientific (6/720), Arts & Creative (7/570), Info &
Comms ( 9/435), Finance & Ins ( 12/180)

2.3

CCWNP Sector employment
2014-2017
Business Admin, Edu, Prof &
Tech, Arts & Creative, Info &
Comms, Finance & Ins
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0
10 : Information & communication (J)
11 : Financial & insurance (K)
13 : Professional, scientific & technical (M)
14 : Business administration & support
services (N)
16 : Education (P)

Education Sector

A significant opportunity exists to upgrade local
18 : Arts, entertainment, recreation & other
services (R,S,T and U)
education provision at 6th form and above levels.
Employers relocating in the South East would potentially have education as a criteria, whether as
an attractor to retain key staff with young families, or as a local pool of talent from which to find
employees. De Stafford school in Caterham Hill, is an opportunity to rebuild this capability locally.
At present it only takes students as far as GCSE – although previously it had a 6th form. It has space,
resources and a catchment area with population of over 50,000 nearby in Tandridge and another
70,000 to the north in neighbouring Croydon areas to make that a viable proposition. Currently the
choice for families for public education is to travel to Reigate College, Warlingham, Old Coulsdon or
elsewhere. Good private secondary schools are in the area too. ( Caterham & Woldingham Schools)

2.4

Other sectors in CCWNP

Other key local employment sectors here include Construction (1/1630), Health (3/1230 ,
Retail(5/865), Accommodation & Food (8/540)
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Tandridge 2014-2017. Sector
employment.

2.5 Tandridge jobs by Industry
sector
Losses in sectors vulnerable to Permitted
Development show similar marked falls.
Partly the losses are due to the CCWNP
element but there are falls elsewhere too.
Overall the largest 8 employment sectors in
Tandridge are: health, education,
construction, retail, business admin,
accommodation and food, Arts &
entertainment and professional/scientific and
technical
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14
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20
15
16
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1 : Agriculture, forestry & fishing (A)
2 : Mining, quarrying & utilities (B,D
and E)
3 : Manufacturing (C)
4 : Construction (F)
5 : Motor trades (Part G)
6 : Wholesale (Part G)
7 : Retail (Part G)

8 : Transport & storage (inc postal) (H)
9 : Accommodation & food services (I)
10 : Information & communication (J)
11 : Financial & insurance (K)
12 : Property (L)
13 : Professional, scientific & technical
(M)
14 : Business administration & support
services (N)
15 : Public administration & defence
(O)
16 : Education (P)
17 : Health (Q)
18 : Arts, entertainment, recreation &
other services (R,S,T and U)
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2.6

Trend Analysis of Enterprises by employee size

The number of companies across all sectors and sizes in CCWNP, has grown by more than twice the
rest of Tandridge. It is dominated
by the performance in startup and
small businesses, which we seek to
support through our policies, as well
as attract and support larger size
businesses.
The overall number of local
businesses here in 2018 was around
2,000. The statistics come from a
slightly extended area versus
CCWNP, including some parts of
Warlingham and Woldingham. The
wider area is due to the data
boundary of Govt statistics. This
extended area has a population of
36,000 rather than 29,000.
Tandridge has a comparable total of
87,000 for population and an
enterprise count of 5,000.
( The charts show the label CR3, which does in fact map the places involved This set of data is therefore slightly larger
than the base CCWNP data elsewhere)

Here are the smallest size companies performance. CCWNP+ growth is over twice that of the whole
of Tandridge. Looking at the
figures to compare the CCWNP+
segment vs the rest of Tandridge,
the share is now 40% of all of
Tandridge companies. Figures for
0-4 and 5-9 employee size
companies, are for splits of 41%
and 37% of all of Tandridge. The
people population ratio for
CCWNP+ vs Tandridge is similar.
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The damage in terms of local employment
starts to become visible in the next size
range, where there is stagnation in
companies of 10-49 size range. This
correlates with loss of active business
through aggressive use of permitted
development and planning consents for
commercial sites ( eg Caterham Cars,
Bronzeoak, Orbital House, AON, Oakgrove)

The final damage has been done by losses
in the medium size segment. With a fall of
one third of the base in just 3 years.

Please note that further impacts are anticipated from Maybrook House, Clearway Court and recent
reductions from Quadrant House or other Masterplan area sites, where mixed use is reduced.
The next size segment of 250 and above is now zero. Company losses included ALTOS in Whyteleafe
Business Village, which is another PD site over the last few years. The ex-Rank building, also in
Whyteleafe , became empty several years ago and is now in the pipeline for complete rebuilding as
residential through PD too.
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2.7
Future impact of South East infrastructure, overall economic
development and the next 20 years
2.7.1

Travel

Pending travel infrastructure investments in the South East will benefit CCWNP’s economy and
attraction as a location . Firstly Network Rail has upgraded the line from Caterham, through to
Croydon and London as part of its network projects. These results in faster journey times through
to Croydon and London, by eliminating some stops. Longer and more modern trains and platform
lengthening are being introduced too. It will increase our location’s attractions for both commuters
and business and influence development near railway stations.
Another improvement continues to be advocated by various groups for the East Grinstead /Uckfield
line via Upper Warlingham, where an extension beyond Lewes is proposed to the South Coast –
providing an alternative route for London/Brighton and/or a route from Docklands to the South
Coast. From an economic point of view this would also boost the areas’ attractiveness significantly
as a location in the South East, with rail connections nearby for both north and south. Such a major
upgrade would create demand for parking and other resources locally, for those who live nearby
and also significant numbers who transit via our “Zone 6” stations. The future outcome is presently
a matter for the LEP's involved to pursue on economic grounds, including C2C and the South East
LEP, covering Kent, Essex and East Sussex.
The Upper Warlingham line has already been added to services run by Thameslink through the
London core to Bedford and Cambridge via Blackfriars and other stations.
The extra runway decision for Heathrow has been taken, however there remain options at Gatwick
to add capacity without needing a second runway, within the timeframe of this Neighbourhood
Plan's future scope. We therefore judge Gatwick will also be an influence and CCWNP will be well
located to benefit.
2.7.2

Telecoms, Internet & business practices

Telecoms infrastructure is likely to be upgraded locally as part of UK wide investments by BT and
others – for both fixed and mobile services over the next 5 years. We anticipate that fixed line
speeds of 400mbits/sec and above will selectively be provided by the industry in the period from
2019 onwards through Government initiatives such as the Local Full Fibre Networks Challenge
Fund, which runs through to March 2021. 5G mobile rollout is also coming which will further
stimulate the local economy with faster speeds. (These plus more local initiatives and development
in mobile networks, smart phones and devices, should continue to make our area desirable, with its
attractive landscape and good strategic location. We advocate a continuing policy of encouraging
roll out locally, which has partly been responsible for the growth locally of certain types of modern
SMART industries)
The transformation of many everyday devices and services and indeed work itself, via the Internet
will continue to overcome distance. Businesses will need to adapt to meet competition. The rise in
click & collect forms of business are simply one example, where local opportunities for the final
distribution and points of service are occurring. We can forecast some but overall having flexible
and adaptable spaces throughout the local area, with some larger spaces for business to cluster
together, is the likely best model. Residential and commercial users will increase demand for places
with good services and feedback locally from our residents and other surveys suggest that there is
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high local demand to improve services. The pockets of poor internet speeds locally need to be
eliminated.
2.7.3

Commercial spaces

A core policy recommended by the CCWNP is protection of significant commercial spaces from
Permitted Residential Development, without the need for a full planning application. We need to
keep some space for the local commercial economy. This is referred to as an “Article 4” directive. It
is increasingly being advocated and deployed in the UK, where it is necessary to safeguard the local
economy and jobs.
A list of sites regarded as critical, draft Article 4 directives and email correspondence with
Tandridge District Council is available if required.
We note that permitted development to our north in Croydon, where many empty offices are now
being converted to residential through permitted development, has increased interest for
commercial premises in CCWNP and nearby. Empty shops are re-let more quickly, there are fewer
of them and some shops are being taken as shop front offices by professional firms, deciding to
locate in our area, or those already here. These are actually positive impacts here and will increase
our local jobs and footfall. The Croydon effect multiplies the pressure already created locally, by
permitted development conversions. (Ref: Information from tracking empty shops over last several
years, enquiries of local commercial agents and participating in National groups such as Revive &
Thrive, plus the ABC A Better Caterham Project 2006-2009)
2.7.4

Site for a Business & Technology/ Education Park

Lastly the CCWNP have identified a couple of potential spaces to encourage the creation of a
Technology/Education site that could assist the area to cope with anticipated demands, rather than
simply be overcome with whatever may have the highest land values, without regard to our place’s
overall needs.
We want to ensure that commercial space is available within our present developed area and
encourage suitable space to come forward within and on the edge of settlements. We are aware of
a contaminated land site and a fire damaged listed building which could be suitable for mixed
commercial and other uses, such as a Technology and Education Park, as examples.
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3. Evidence data, sources and
conclusions
3.1

Outline goals of this section
To give an overview of current business and
employment offerings within the Plan area;
To report on and take account of the
information gained from the public surveys and from research by members of the
business group;
To consider the needs of and how to protect, enhance and improve business and
employment for the next 20 years taking into account national and local strategic
policies, as well as the views and wishes of residents as identified by surveys recently
carried out in the CCWNP area.

3.2

Business cluster maps & base information

The image from the Office of
National Statistics (ONS)
demonstrates the mixed urban and
rural nature of the area, plus the
four parishes that are an integral
part of our Neighbourhood Plan
Area.
This area supports nearly 30,000
residents, of whom approx. 19000
are of working age.
There are up to 2,000 identifiable
business enterprises, of which
approx 800 are registered for VAT or
business rates.
The annual ONS employment survey
in 2018 was based on these 2,000
businesses, out of 5,000 in Tandridge
- a ratio of 40%. This sample size is
higher than those used elsewhere as
the area is slightly larger than ward
based estimates due to differing area boundaries. (The difference means 40% of the Tandridge
population & business vs 30% is included, due to covering some parts of Warlingham and
Woldingham)
Businesses cluster in key areas and we have considered policies that may be appropriate for the whole
area and some that apply to specific places.
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3.3

Business Clusters by size
Areas where business
concentrates are where
CCWNP has
recommendations for
planning policies. The aim
is to preserve commercial
activity in dedicated or
mixed development, such
that prosperity for the
whole area is maintained
or improved. The left pin
map shows the largest 50
employers and the one on
the right are the remainder
through a business listing.

Letting site value alone drive decisions over the choice of
residential over commercial, is not a balanced policy. A robust plan is needed where either type of
development is feasible. We also seek one or more fit for purpose locations in which to locate new
high tech industries and other activities, which our area could benefit from. Notable spaces include the
A22 corridor and the main access routes into and out of the Valley, Hill and Whyteleafe, together with
mixed use in or near town and village centres.
Distributed throughout our area are another 1,000 micro businesses( See below evidence.) We need
space for these to grow and to attract others over time. The visual from “Luminocity” tracks 1,800
identifiable local businesses and clusters them in similar footprints. This chart covers a wider area than
simply CCWNP and demonstrates that our area is a focal point for business in Surrey, the South East
and along the M25 corridor.
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CCWNP Area

3.4

Employment locally by sector

A daily inflow and outflow of people to and from our area also occurs within these overall figures.
There are more people travelling to outside CCWNP for work, than come here. At the Tandridge level
the flows are 22,000 out and 14,000 inwards for work. We estimate CCWNP figures of at least 1/3rd of
those. The outflow generally is for higher value jobs, than those who come into our area. Our local
economy is not a “high value” one due to the mix of job types available locally compared with say
Reigate, Gatwick, Croydon, or London.
Looking specifically at local employment, an industry analysis reveals employment trends here
between 2015 and 2017.(Source Govt Business and Employment Annual Survey).

Tables Local industry employment patterns.

Sectors are standard classification and Industry codes
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Here is the full set of Caterham and Tandridge local jobs data, by sector to mid 2017

( Minor differences between the summary and the detail lists is due to rounding effects in NOMIS data)
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3.5

Key results from Govt statistics ( NOMIS & BRES) and our surveys

There has been a significant reduction in office based “Support” type jobs, with losses of more than
650 jobs locally. Job losses include Oaklands – the last part of the St Lawrence’s site, Whyteleafe
Business Village, Orbital House and others. Permitted development and planning applications for
conversion to other uses are the threat– sometimes with active businesses being given notice or leases
not being renewed. Some of these examples are well known eg Caterham Cars. Other potential
impacts are business consolidations, impact of online services as well as forced closure due to PD and
aggressive planning applications to active sites.
Other sites include Bronzeoak, Maybrook House and Clearwater Court. Quadrant House future has
been uncertain but Tandridge District Council has now purchased the building, which should prevent
further loss within the businesses located there.
Overall analysis shows a significant trend towards healthcare for an aging population. High levels of
housing and other construction locally are shown by two national house builders (Croudace and
Linden) and other similar small and medium sized firms.
The education segment includes Caterham School, other private schools and state school provision.
(de Stafford is an opportunity to reintroduce a 6th form stream.)
Retail is 5h overall and provides about 9% of local employment, although a high ratio are part time staff
and not high value jobs.
The welcome surprises are the levels of employment and performance in the middle band including;
Professional, Scientific & Technical (6th)
Arts, Entertainment & recreation (7th)
Accommodation and Food services are 8th and rising.
Information & Communications (9th)
Manufacturing sees a welcome increase too. (10th)

Policy Link: Ensure that space is available for growth of
the key sectors at affordable prices and in suitable
locations.

Supporting Statement from CCWNP resident’s
survey.
Our document briefly covers the existing retail and
commercial facilities across all four Parishes, as well as the
employment opportunities in provision of services. It seeks
to provide evidence of the current provision, current needs
as voiced by the public in questionnaires and to identify
how employment provision needs to change to meet the
communities needs over the next twenty years.
By way of introduction 92% of those responding to our
initial survey (Over 1,000 local people) support a focus on
local employment. In terms of location, proximity to
existing business was preferred but other options received
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support too

3.6

Reduction in available space for local Employment

Among the listed sites (Appendix1) are the significant elements of the lost jobs story with brief details.
Some of the sites have already been redeveloped and some are in the pipeline but in almost all cases
the earlier employment activities have already ceased. The more recent ones have been secured
against active current use, thanks to a combination of Permitted Development and aggressive
targeting.
Policy now should be to rebuild a sustainable economy. While the housing that has been built has
brought more than 3,000 new people to the area, with more in the pipeline for houses yet to be
completed, the employment impact overall has been adverse. Short term there has been a transitory
employment impact in construction but that is not lasting. For the future period covered by the
Neighbourhood Plan a further increase in population of around two thousand people is contemplated.
Concluding Statement: Conversion of a significant proportion of existing “Commercial or Employment
sites” to Residential use has adversely impacted local jobs.

3.7

SWOT study. Choosing policy and programmes to support

A SWOT exercise was carried out by the Business team initially to help guide the overall process of
looking for both short, medium and long term issues, plus potential policies and projects that could
address these. The leader for this work was Nick Nathaniel. The structured SWOT technique is helpful
to uncover business and employment strengths and weaknesses, as well as identifying opportunities
and threats. The table below summarises the team’s findings:

Strengths
1. Location (proximity to London, motorway,
five airports, docks);
2. Accessibility;
3. ‘Surrey’ location – good to do business;
4. Highly skilled, educated workforce;
5. Low crime;
6. Good peer support groups (BNI, etc);
7. Large investor in Caterham town centre( BP)
8. High local disposable income;
9. Potential development corridor A22;
10. Active community;
11. Relatively low rent and rates;
12. Attractive living environment;
13. Good schools;
14. Opportunity for small boutique retail.
15. Superfast Broadband
16. Professional & Tech startups –strong rise

Weaknesses
1. Restricted land supply (topography & GB);
2. Poor east-west links;
3. Railway doesn’t go south;
4. Locally congested roads;
5. Frequently congested M25;
6. Low awareness of visitor parking;
7. No staff parking;
8. High housing costs;
9. Lack of Council support;
10. Location on boundary of Surrey/London;
11. Poor retail mix, esp. women/kid’s clothes;
12. Poor appearance of CCWNP area;
13. Poor promotion and marketing;
14. Poor development image;
15. Lack of investment opportunity;
16. Local wealth goes elsewhere;
17. Lack of central conference/training hub;
18. Lack of short-hire facilities;
19. Poor quality ageing office stock;
20. Undersized sites for large stores;
21. Lack of a coherent business strategy;
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Opportunities
1. Improve appearance of area;
2. Encourage more flexible trading hours
3. Target specific business types;
4. Raise profile of area;
5. Potential of Soper Hall;
6. Potential for hotel development;
7. BID potential to assist area;
8. Gigabit based broadband within next few
years;
9. Local support for business development;
10. Local desire to work locally;
11. Bulge in number of young people
demographic;
12. High local disposable income;
13. Potential development sites.

Threats
1. Conversion commercial to residential use
2. No coherent plan;
3. Lack of Council support for growth/development
4. Threats to parking provision;
5. Competition: Croydon, Redhill, Bluewater;
6. Internet business;
7. Soper Hall future schemes are unable to be
funded or lack support locally.

The SWOT exercise was followed by reviewing the potential gain from different policies and the
difficulty of achieving them

By working across Parish boundaries the CCWNP aims to balance the effectiveness of plans and
address local concerns. Where appropriate the plan also looks at adjoining spaces, which under the
duty to cooperate guidance from Government are major influences and in some cases offer
opportunities. In considering this section of the report, the terms ‘business’ and ‘employment’ have
been taken to be one and interchangeable. They are key parts of the “Local Economy”. Clearly there
are differences and employment is created through a wide range of uses, some of which are covered
in this section as commercial activity and some fall under other sections of the plan, such as
educational, medical, leisure, etc.
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Land converted from commercial or public sector to residential
One factor that pre-occupied the CCWNP has been a fall in inward investment in commercial property
and other forms of enterprise in the CCWNP Neighbourhood Plan area, particularly over the last 20
years. This has led to a drop in local economic activity with lower associated employment. While the
rise of home working and the Internet has offset this, it does not provide a replacement. The overall
loss of employment land within CCWNP over the last 10 years has been 16 hectares (40 Acres) and in
the previous 10 year period 34 hectares (84 Acres) taking into account residential conversions of above
10 units.
Up to the introduction of the Green Belt in the late 1940’s the CCWNP area had rapid expansion in
both residential numbers and employment. The location close to London, with A22 and A25 nearby,

together with a rail service, was favourable with attractive countryside. The town had become a place
where there was both local employment and convenient access to London and elsewhere.
The 1938 Town Plan identified further anticipated development and the Caterham Bypass, which
had just been constructed, significantly improved traffic flow north and south
The A22 bypass provided access to the A25 and in those days London’s new Croydon Airport was just 7
miles north via the A22/A23 between Purley and Croydon, with a further 12 miles to the centre of
London. Expansion of the town’s commercial sites particularly along the A22 between Whyteleafe and
Caterham at Wapses Lodge continued into the 1960’s, with the arrival of Commercial Union, The Rank
Organisation and on Caterham Hill, first a site for Garrard & Lofthouse who manufactured record
covers; later becoming a significant office for the AON insurance company. These joined the old
Victorian Institutions of the Caterham Barracks and the St Lawrence’s Asylum as the larger employers.
(Reference material available includes the 1938 Caterham & Whyteleafe Town plan)
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Post Green Belt ( 1947)
Following the introduction of the Green Belt, development has been constrained as intended and
endorsed strongly by our original resident’s survey. Nevertheless housing and population rose strongly
throughout the period since the Green Belt’s introduction, fueled by conversion of some commercial
sites to residential and increasing densities within the agreed town boundaries. For example a 10%
population growth occurred between 1991 and 2001 and again between then and 2011, taking the
CCWNP population from just over 22,000 to over 28,000 currently. (2015 Govt estimate)
Over time the local ward and parish boundaries, have been adjusted by local government electoral roll
considerations. The map here shows that the eastern boundary near the A22 in particular has been
shifted for electoral convenience, rather than for any economic rationale. The roads and railway
routes north and south through Caterham & Whyteleafe settlements, comprise a significant part of the
area’s spatial assets and we have generally considered them
together by following natural boundaries, transport and linked
economic purpose. At Whyteleafe two railway lines share the
same valley.
The A22 is now a strategic route listed by Coast to Capital
(Local Enterprise Partnership) and passes via a gap in the North
Downs ridge (Godstone Gap) to a key junction of the M25
(Junct 6). The A22 passes via an old quarry on Godstone Hill
(which was the economic driver initially for the creation of the
Caterham railway into the town in the mid 1800’s) and
includes sections following an old Roman route over
Tillingdown through which the A22 Caterham bypass was
constructed. This map is from 1961. It is all part of what we
regard as the critical hinterland for considering the local
economy and its spatial influences.
(http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/unit/10091196/boundary)
Enterprise and Business Growth since the early 1970's
On the commercial side however it has been quite a different story from the late 1970’s. Progressively
the land that had once been for commercial or public sector purposes has been converted to
residential. Owners have also deployed various tactics to withdraw land from the market at
“Commercial” prices and delay redevelopment, hoping to gain a significantly higher price as residential
land.
While this is a common development practice nationally it would appear to the CCWNP that Tandridge
District Council have far too often appeared to make planning decisions and policy, on the basis that
people will commute out from the local area for employment and retail purposes, rather than
maintain the existing commercial base.
The present policy of concentrating all development into the Category 1 urban areas and then
prioritizing housing over business is increasingly turning CCWNP into a dormitory zone largely serving
London with more houses but less local employment.
Some also describe the present local economy style as a “Residential” based economy. There are not
many high value jobs and commuting has become the norm. The alternative would be a higher value
local economy described as a “Knowledge” based economy. This would build on the existing available
skill base and the CCWNP good communications and access which could be further expanded and
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necessary infrastructure introduced. Adding in the attractions of the Surrey Hills area and that is a
strong candidate for getting any needed investment support.
Can we transition from a Residential Economy to a Knowledge based one?
• Residential economy - This type of local economy mainly relies on activities and services related to
local population needs and demand (housing, public services, household services, financial services
and residential purchase/letting, convenience shopping and a variety of fast food, or other eating out
options, with a few specialist shops and services.)
• Knowledge-based economy. In this type, the local economy is related to residential or external
demand, but at least partly based on knowledge, innovation and creative activities, such as higher
education, design, technology etc. These types of towns introduce strategic initiatives to bring about
favorable conditions for the creative economy (i.e. subsidies or tax incentives) or to foster a high level
of quality of place (education provision, small entrepreneurial start up and growth atmosphere, place
amenities etc.) that attracts a more ‘creative or technical’ population and associated investments.
(Ref ESPON Hidden potential of Small and Medium Sized Towns.
(http://www.esponontheroad.eu/dane/web_articles_files/1554/cee_im_towns_eng.pdf)
The extent to which a creative and knowledge-based profile can fully replace more ‘traditional’
residential and productive profiles, or become the dominant profile is an unknown, however there are
encouraging signs emerging from rapid growth in business startups locally in Scientific & Professional
and Information & Communications industry sectors – both rising faster than Tandridge as a whole and
at a similar rate to others generally performing better in the South East. (See data section)
Several other studies have also called in to question the wisdom of “Dormitory” strategies as
potentially non-sustainable in the longer term.
A recent Matthews report commissioned by Tandridge underlines the impact of neglecting the
economy, with Tandridge overall having slid backwards in economic terms to position 278 out of 279
Local Authorities assessed in the South East.
The CCWNP Forums’ Sustainability Appraisal and this document highlight the scale of the local loss.
With multiples of 3 or more times value between residential and commercial land, there is no
incentive or policy restraint for owners not to sell to the highest bidder. The area will move closer to
tipping point, where the economic wealth available to spend from 9-5 will no longer support retail and
services would also become harder to sustain. Indeed with a job density nudging 50%, vs nearby
Reigate at 85%, it is stark comparison with one place being stripped progressively of multiple use sites,
enterprises and spaces and the other attracting investment, commercial businesses and residential.
This loss of commercial sites, together with the Neighbourhood Plan rejection of CCWNP as a
dormitory economy, is supported by the NPPF when setting goals for a sustainable economy. It leads
to the view that a change of trend and a need to maintain and increase the land suitable for
commercial use exists.
This is also supported by the expressed views demonstrated by over 90% of those residents who took
part in the CCWNP Survey, for an increase in local employment to support the local economy in all its
aspects. While many of the sites listed were the result of decisions and factors, outside of the control
of the local area, it is suggested there should be active encouragement and policies to support reinvestment in suitable 21st century high value and sustainable businesses, often referred to as Smart
or STEM ( Science, Technology, Engineering & Maths) industries and jobs. While these will of course
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need suitable space for facilities and businesses to operate, flexible working for many is now a fact of
life and the CCWNP advocates being a leader in the deployment of distributed and high speed
communications throughout its communities.
The CCWNP notes the absence of any local technology park, or active business park
Many commercial sites for light industry, offices, pubs and garages clustered near the main population
spots or distributed throughout the area are now, or soon to be residential. It needs some space to be
allocated and in some case to stand against the one-way bet being made by owners and developers, in
the area’s long term interests
Three current exceptions are shared office locations at Wapse’s Lodge (Bourne House), The Officers
Mess at the Caterham Barracks site, Caterham Hill and Victoria House in Harestone Valley Road which
are all full. Other smaller units have been created since 2018 in Croydon Road and the future of
Quadrant House now appears to be secure as business space for the upper floors. However Quadrant
house has been mostly vacant for several years at the time of going to press in May 2019.

Creating a mixed economy for CCWNP
An impact of vacant & derelict sites, being
withheld from the market while conversion to
residential is pursued, is that causes blight and
harms economic prosperity. Owners simply
wait for eventual conversion from commercial
to residential with an immediate multiplier of
site values towards £1M per acre, from values
of a third of that or less. ( Charts up to 2015
shown)
While housing has to be provided, these
central Government and local council policies
unbalance and undermine the local economy
and business in the CCWNP area, as well as
undermining family and community life.
Growth and sustainability principles that the
Government claims to value are sidelined.
People who commute three hours a day
cannot spend worthwhile time with family or
get involved with community. The commuting puts pressure on infrastructure and can lead to
increased levels of pollution. Business growth cannot take place unless the conditions exist in which
business can thrive and develop, including startup, expand and renew.
The expectation is that over the next 20 years the population will increase and that there is a predicted
increase in birth rate. In addition, population will increase in line with housing growth. This will mean
a need for employment and services to meet the demand of an increased population.
Supporting Statement: The Residents Questionnaire indicated that 96% of the local residents who
responded want employment sites to be protected and 85% would like the opportunity to work locally.
These are compellingly high percentages and clearly suggest that policymakers are out of touch with
the wishes of the community. The survey was completed by more than a local 10% sample and
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statistically representative.
The survey indicated that many respondents commuted out of the area for work, and that those
working from home were significantly above national averages. The 2011 UK Census figures for
CCWNP show 11.4 % working from home for all or part of the time. The balance of work outside of the
CCWNP area appears to be over 50% of the CCWNP working population. This figure is derived from
the 2011 census figures of 13,500 employed and an outflow of 1/3rd of the Tandridge figure - 7,000.
The actual figure may be higher than this and trending upwards given the scale of the losses in local
employers.
Future working trends, needs, styles and proposals
For significant share currently, and increasing numbers in the future, the opportunity to work from
home or ‘on the move’ away from a fixed office, offered by advances in technology and changes in
employment patterns, is a significant consideration and one we endorse. However it is not sufficient
on its own to build a sustainable place.
Employment trends suggest that for many employers and employees, especially in large organisations,
a more family-orientated approach to employment is evolving. Employers seeking places to expand
their operations, demand places with good communications, schools, health, leisure, retail, housing
and in an attractive area with a vibrant local culture. Getting that mix right is the sustainable path. That
is what we wish to achieve in rebalancing the business element of the CCWNP plan.
These needs are indeed items for consideration within the CCWNP plan. For example there are
identifiable gaps in education, with no state 6th form capability locally and a more significant Business
and Education space is desirable within the CCWNP area, potentially to include a UTC ( University
Technical College). The de Stafford school is well regarded up to the year 7 it provides for and local
private schools provide capability to 6th form.
Hotels, conference centres and leisure industries are also employers, with potential uses for attractive
areas and countryside, while at the same time creating sustainable uses. These should be considered
on their merits. The CCWNP forum also notes that expansion at the private North Downs hospital is
constrained by lack of space on their present site.
Utility and infrastructure proposals include Digital communications facilities as mentioned above.
Lastly the area is critically short on car parking either for retail and business in the key areas, or
commuters who are attracted from elsewhere by the London zone 6 fares and access on two routes.
A large space able to support all these and near routes like the A22 is obvious and a contaminated
site has been researched.
Other smaller sites throughout the area are sought for smaller and mixed uses, where such
applications would enhance a mixed economy throughout the CCWNP area. For example space on
Caterham Hill, in the old Kenley airfield site with listed buildings and good local road access.
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4

Retail Sector

The Caterham Valley Centre retail analysis was last carried out in May 2015 by local research and will
be updated as changes are notified. The retail sector locally employed 865 people at the end of 2017,
representing 9.2% of local employment and is the 6th largest local employer. Comparable figures for
2009 were 926 and 8.9%, which points to a generally stable retail sector. Employment figures come from the
UK Business Register and Employment Survey (Nomis/ONS Crown Copyright August 2018)

Wholesale employed 200 people and was the 12th largest local sector. These figures compare with
similar retail and wholesale ratios for Tandridge. Local industry employment patterns
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Caterham Hill Retail Area
Caterham Hill
was covered by
the same retail
footprint
exercise and
can also be
kept up to date
as changes are
notified.
Interestingly
the profile is
quite different
with a much
higher number
of specialty
“Comparison”
type shops.
Examples are
the wool shop,
angling, guns,
music and so
on.
Fewer charity shops and significant conversion of retail premises to offices, adopting a shop front
layout. This is especially so along Westway, which appears to be in transition away from retail, after
redevelopment of St Lawrence’s and the Barracks. The Raglan Precinct has seen a significant
turnaround and shop units are fully let and many upgraded.
The 2007 Experian footprint comes from a study commissioned by Tandridge DC from CACI. That
shows a similar although larger Primary area to the more recent 2014 chart – so some shoppers
migrated elsewhere. The secondary area shows some shift as well, particularly in the East, which may
be an Oxted effect. Lastly the tertiary segment is similar to the 2014 one, which is most likely the
convenience of Caterham’s overall location to those nearby.

Individual regeneration/refurbishment activity – Hill & Valley.
The Caterham Masterplan consists of a Tandridge led Project to review both main Valley and Hill
Centres.. It brought forward the Masterplan SPD and has identified areas for potential development as
follows:
1. Church Walk. Owner BP Ropemaker. Flats, Retail & Leisure. Some commercial use has now been
retained ie Victoria House/Hamptons. Planning consent pending and concerns raised over mass,
density, character and loss of other Station Avenue mixed use.
2. Rose & Young. In build. Flats & a Lidl. Car parking on 4 floors below ground.
3. Quadrant House . Acquisition in progress. Understood to be maintaining mixed use.
4. Waitrose, service road, Station and car park. Pending
5. Raglan Precinct & car parks. Pending
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5

CCWNP Policy on Town Design Statement

The Caterham Town Design Statement was adopted as material planning guidance by Tandridge
District Council in November 2017.

The Statement includes a 9 layer description of factors to consider, each one of which has summary
level guidance. This exercise involved over 40 local people and ran over six workshops and 2 years.
The outputs involved key CCWNP groups and other local people and made available to the Tandridge
District Town Centre Working party, which looked at similar issues for the Tandridge Local Plan
The group subsequently participated in both pre- application briefings and commented over a
planning application for Church Walk and Station Avenue in the Town Centre. The group has expressed
serious reservations over residential density, mass, character, flooding, drainage, parking, access and
loss of commercial space.
Supporting Statement:
The CCWNP Neighbourhood
Plan has been instrumental in
the initiative to create a Town
Design Statement, working in
Partnership with Tandridge
District Council and other local
groups. Overall the CCWNP
policy is to support the process
and outcomes of this initiative.
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6

Business Improvement Initiative

Caterham BID
A BID proposal was developed to support local business, in a similar timeframe to the Neighbourhood
Plan. There is good overlap of ideas and people between both exercises. Other Caterham and local
groups are involved, particularly the Caterham Business Partnership as the originator and leader of this
proposal. The area to be covered includes the core parts of Caterham Valley, Caterham Hill and
Chaldon where business is located.
The CCWNP Forum’s economic ideas are fully in support of this initiative, with a policy to support its
processes and policies. It is anticipated that there will continue to be cross linkage between the
CCWNP and the Caterham BID after each entity gains the necessary support of the required
referendums, through such bodies as may then be set up.
The goals of the BID are to:
To increase footfall in the town to improve its retail and professional services opportunity
To increase the amount of money spent in the town
To attract more inward investment
To attract more local investment
Reducing costs for all businesses by generating savings through central procurement
The overall purpose of a BID can be varied. In general they are a business led and funded body, formed
to improve a defined commercial area. A BID, once established through a ballot of eligible local
businesses, raises funds through a small levy on business rates, to be spent as the BID determines
against its own set objectives.
Likely projects and services to be improved are:
Deep clean & daily cleaning of streets and premises
Graffiti & fly posting removal
Better recycling & waste management
More policing
Provision of defibrillators
Town center radio intelligence
Marketing – creation of a town “brand”
Group purchasing
Lobbying – influential business voice
Better parking for local businesses
The BID came into effect in 2018
(Ref: Further details. Contact Andrew Browne. 10 Godstone Rd, 10 Godstone Rd, CCWNP 6RE)
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7. The supply of commercial space
General office and commercial accommodation supply, letting, leasing and yields
A variety of factors are currently resulting in an increase in most yields and rents as at March 2019.
One key influence has been the reduction of space overall thanks to permitted development both
within and external to CCWNP. Overall market rents/sales remain below historic levels, however
generally there has now been a strong recovery with interest rates remaining low and better yields
available.
Depending on location and quality of buildings there is a spread of available locations and some overall
tightening of the supply. Often where there is an opportunity for a residential conversion the premises
are kept empty, if a tenant has vacated or new eases are not offered at renewal.
A hierarchy of retail premises exists
Church Walk, Croydon Rd, Godstone Rd, Whyteleafe’s main area, Raglan Precinct, High Street,
Westway, Other. Rates range from low £40’s for Zone A space per sq. ft. to below £15 in less desirable
locations.
Offices and other commercial use such as distribution & light industrial
Office yields have crept up, similarly distribution/warehousing and industrial premises where there are
some shortages, particularly for distribution premises near M25 access. Some of the pressure here is
permitted development, other factors are a rise in Internet distribution needs and a trend towards
“Industrial” estate trade/retail outlets. There are both inclusive and basic services and premises
available locally. Permitted development conversions in Croydon, have pushed up yields here as
business tenants or owners seek new premises.

8 Hotel and Accommodation sectors
With the exception of the Surrey National Golf Course, which provides an excellent facility for both
golf and as a venue for meetings, the area is short of hotel and similar facilities.
The Travelodge on the A22 in Whyteleafe, provides 2* accommodation, light meals and parking. It is a
popular hotel and convenient for CCWNP area, Gatwick and other purposes
Evidence in support was cited in the Premier Inn/Beefeater proposal, regarding the Rose & Young site
in Caterham by Tandridge District Council. The proposal did not proceed as the site owner brought
forward a scheme for flats and a Lidl supermarket instead.
It is considered by the CCWNP, that there remains capacity for a fuller service offering locally, whether
within the town boundaries, or nearby. Sites within the area are potential locations and proposals
should be encouraged if positive schemes are put forward.
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Appendix 1. Summary of reduction of Commercial Space and Class D
to provide Housing sites, plus additional potential sites.
No
Facility
901

Soper Hall &
Council offices.
Valley Hotel,
Town Car Park,
Rear of
premises in
Station Avenue,
Fire Station and
Eothen Girls
Private School

951

Rose & Young

981

991

1

Space

Reason

Offices,
Local Govt reMeeting
org. Resulted in
rooms, town choice of Oxted,
car park,
plus large
Hotel etc. Capital receipt
Replaced by went towards
a
new district
supermarket, offices there.
shops and a
shopper’s
car park
Garage
Change of
0.23Ha
Mercedes
distribution to
Redhill. Old
garage now
derelict. All jobs
went

Effect

Year
(Loss/Replac
ement)

Redevelopment of 1990?
Church Walk
Soper Hall later
asset transferred
to community.
Retail shift within
town undermined
Croydon Rd &
Godstone Rd.

Causing blight and
subject of special
policies by
Tandridge and
CCWNP Forum.
Employment loss.
25? Propose as
part of a Town
Design outline,
leading to
CPO/DPO
Caterham
16 Hectares. Defence policy S106, resulted in
Barracks
9.13 net loss and
some employment
However as consolidation. offset and creation
barracks this Barracks staff, of an award
site could support and
winning site, Incl
have been soldiers.
affordable.
considered
Employment loss.
largely
250-500?
residential
with little or
no
commercial
element but
a large
employment
contribution.
St Lawrence’s Multi-phase NHS policy and S106, resulted in
Hospital. Phase redevelopme change in
Sports Centre at
1&2
nt
healthcare.
deStafford site.
Hambledon Regeneration of
large outdated
11.6ha
Yorke Gate facility.
9.1Ha.
Gadoline House 0.94ha.
Business
Job Transfer….but
& BP Filling
expanded to
only count once!
Station.
Wapses Lodge. Flood risk area.
Godstone Rd,
BP shutting
40+ Staff
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Housing

Positives

A few residential
units in
peripheral sites
on old Eothen
School sites

Overall shops
& Car Park
probably
neutral?

1995 Loss. Active CPO and
Town Design
Project. May
2015. Mixed
development
desired Incl
adequate
parking and or
part of wider
Town Centre
Scheme
1998
366
closure.
Significant
regeneration
. Net effect
positive to
town,
although
some initial
job losses.
250

Late 1990’s 250 + 200
closures.
houses
Redevelope
d in 1999 &
2000,

2000 closed. 120 units. Site
2016
clear in Sept
complete
2015. In
Pipeline.

Potential CPO
Incl Premier
Inn ( 84 Beds)
and Beefeater.
Replace 2017?

1,800M2
Tesco with
some local
staff, Linden
Homes,
Officer’s
Mess,
Surgery,
Pharmacy,
Vets,
Children’s
Nursery and
ARC
recreation.
Prize winning
example
Sports Centre
at de Stafford
10 jobs?

none

Whyteleafe
21
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51

52

61

81

Commercial
Union. Offices

Offices .
1.85ha

petrol stations

transferred?

Consolidation
Loss 250+

Empty site for
several years.
Unattractive
housing
development Incl
some for key
workers by
Croydon Corp.
Empty for many
years. Planning
battles and now
“Permitted Devt,
with demolition”.
Employment loss.
200?

208 units
Travelodge on
housing plus a 0.30. Jobs 20?
Travelodge.
Poor design and
affected by
Bourne
Sewer/Culvert
capacity
Rank
Offices
Consolidation
Empty from Demolished via none
Organisation. 0.70ha
2003?
Permitted
Offices
2014
Development.
Permitted Complete loss of
Dev order employment
space. All
residential
planned Sept
2015. 167 units?
AON. Offices
Offices 0.44 AON
100 jobs?
2005
Planning
Very small
and Distribution ha
consolidated and
closure. New granted.
employment 6
moved
Church.
Demolished
jobs?
elsewhere
2016
Sept 2015.
Conversion to
Church and
study centre. No
housing. No
significant
employment. 2
staff, 4 part time
Givaudan
Fragrance Consolidation. Perfume business Not Known Upgraded
Good
Became Gold factory &
Expansion
shut. Replacement
business use. outcome.
Star Group and admin
by Gold Group,
No houses.
Greater
Bourne House
Incl Anne
Bourne House employment
shared offices
Summers on
full and have
and
factory site.
shown interest in sustainable
Shared office
expansion. May growing
company in
2015
businesses
Bourne House.
.94ha
Start up.
Employment
.2005?
gain.? approx 80 +
100?
Pinewood
Garage
Not known.
Empty site for
2006 loss? Mixed
Ground Floor
0.16ha
Ceased to trade several years.
In build
development incl frontage
Employment loss. 2015. Flats 14 units
shops, else
15?
and shops. Housing. In
residential
progress May
2015
Drill Hall
0.4Ha
Budget cuts,
Semi derelict now. 2008 closed 9 Drill Hall,
Conversion to
Godstone Rd,
was a Youth
Croudace bought . 2016 New? another 5+ on Residential
Caterham, plus
Centre operated 2006 Adj sites
93/95 Tupwood? proposed
adjacent nos 93
by Surrey CC?. secured and
& 95
Run by Youth development
Services
imminent. Issue
over Tupwood
Lane junction –
safety,
congestion? 5
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2002

jobs
91

Adult Edu/Old
Cottage Hosp

Old Cottage Surrey CC
Hospital,
budget cuts
then Adult
Edu. ).29Ha

Old Hospital. S106 or other
69 new housing scheme?.
units
Includes low
cost housing

92

DES

Old School
then
Regional
DES
office0.25ha

32 Units?

93

101

Several pubs
Pubs in Hill
Tally Ho 0.17ha and Valley .
Clifton Arms
Total 0.4Ha
0.15ha
The Valley Pub
0.08
Infill space 64-74 0.09ha
Godstone Rd,
Whyteleafe

102

Kenley Quarters 5.35hs

121

St Lawrence’s
Hospital 3

122

Whyteleafe
Offices.
Business Village 0.54ha

123

Caterham Cars Garage.
0.19ha

131

Marie Curie
Care home,
Harestone

Oaklands
5.5Ha

1.07

Employment loss. Lost by
50+? Parking! 2009.
Current
scheme. In
build phase
now Sept
2015
DES closure
Job losses.
Lost by
Multiple planning 2009.
aps at high
Current
density. Final
scheme in
scheme in build build phase
2015
now Sept
2015
Commercial
Closure of
Various.
opportunity for facilities.
2009, 2009,
residential
Conversion to
2011
conversions
housing.
Employment
loss.18+?
Opportunity for Loss of car park. Empty
TDC
Empty adjacent 2010?
shop. Flood Zone Car park in
& a culvert.
use.
MOD surplus
Closed
2010? 50
local MOD
staff?
£600K Hillcroft
2012
School S106
closure.
payment. Pedex? Multiphase
No of NHS Direct replacement
& other job
2014/15
losses?
Leases not
Employment loss. 2012 - 2015
renewed and full No 100+?
losses?
conversion to
residential via
Permitted
Development
proposed
Aggressive
Closure of active 2012/2014.
development
business and loss For sale in
of “name” & 16 late 2015
jobs. Gone to
Crawley. Manor
Royal.
Consolidated
operation from
Dartford too. Total
jobs circa 35
Closure by Marie Employment loss. 2013. closed
Curie
35?
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DES

S106 or other
scheme?.
Includes low
cost housing

Several Pub
conversions
complete or in
progress:
37 units

Generally
Housing
conversions

12 units

Housing
conversion.
TDC as
landlord?
Housing

199 units

161 units incl
sheltered unit.

Housing, with
one sheltered
unit. £600K
Hillcroft School
S106 payment.
Pedex?
2015 complete Conversion
conversion to expected in
residential
phase as
proposal. 200 leases or
units?
active use
ends
All demolished.
30+ retirement
flats near
completion. One
shop unit. Sept
2015

Gone to
Crawley.
Manor Royal.
Consolidated
operation from
Dartford too.
Total jobs circa
35

28 units

Some staff
moved to
Quadrant
House

141

Orbital House,
Croydon Road

142

Post Office
0.09ha
Station Avenue,
Caterham

161

Police Station.
Timber hill

162

CCWN
PBusin
ess

CCWN
PBusin
ess

Offices.
0.3ha

Leases not
renewed .
Conversion to
residential via
Permitted Dev
Opportunity

Employment loss. 2014 loss.
No 45?
2015/2016
replace

Post Office closed. 2014
Potential
Closed.
employment loss. 2016 or later
5? Post Office
for changed
gone to Co-op +5 use and
staff
construction
Large building in Mentioned as
At risk 2015
Caterham
potential candidate
Valley. Future for closure.
uncertain.
Potential
employment loss.
30+?.

2015 complete
conversion to
18 residential
units

Complete loss
to area.
Businesses
moved out of
town

12

Plans unknown. Opportunity for
Town Design
possible use
Stmt potential, as a Valley
not just
shared
residential
Business
conversion. Sept location?
2015
Quadrant
Retail
Application
Would lock out any At risk 2015 Complete
Included in
House, Croydon ground floor. refused for pre town centre
residential
Town Design
Road
Offices
application
improvements.
conversion of 1st Statement
above
permitted dev to Potential
& 2nd floor and discussions,
40+ flats.
employment loss.
loss of all
incl preferred
Size
Declined April 50+?
commercial car mixed use in
Pending
2015?
parking
enhanced
appeared to be Town Centre.
proposed.
A pivotal site,
incl the rear
access road
and Waitrose,
plus its car
park
Total Sites lost 50.72+
or under threat
Officers Mess 11.23Ha
Green Belt.
Alternative
Lost to
Conversion to 32 Good site on
Kenley
Grade II listed. potential for a
active use residential units Caterham
Previous use as Business
prior to
refused in 2010, Hill/Whyteleafe
part of Kenley Incubator space & 2010.
in low-density borders for
Airfield services conference centre
proposal at
retaining
& facilities.
or small hotel.
3dph.
employment
use.
Tillingdown
128.47Ha Probate Sale to Some
2013 sale 14 units
Alternative
Farm
Company
contaminated land.
proposed
NDO for a
registered in
Site subdivided by
Business/Tech
Cayman Isles. owners and an
nology/Resear
application for
ch/UTC park
residential
off A22, with
conversion on
new accesses,
Farm and main
road
House refused via
improvement
Asprey
to Southern
Developments
end of
A22/Godstone
Rd, resolution
of
contaminated
land, Business
park to contain
mixed units for
Size
Pending
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commercial/dis
tribution,
education,
parking,
hospitality. Old
farm buildings
could be
converted to
residential or
leisure/hospital
ity use, or
mixed use
Total
NDO

Additional
139.67
Opportunities.

Part 2
Additional list for Croydon Road up to April 2019. Data from Caterham
Valley Parish Council
What is noticeable is the number of office / commercial spaces that have been converted to
residential. (List in house number sequence)
•

71 - 75 Croydon Road, Caterham, CR3 6PD (above Lorena Oberg / Avante)
February 1994
Demolition of 71, 73 & 75 croydon road. erection of 4-storey building with offices on part ground
floor and 12 x 2-bed and 1 x 1-bed flats (total 13 flats), with basement parking (17 spaces).
There was a follow up application in 2008 for the sub-division of existing third floor 3-bed flat to 1
x 2-bed flat and 1 x 1-bed flat.

•

74 Croydon Road, Caterham, CR3 6QD
Decision made on 14 Jan 2005
Demolition of existing building. erection of 3 storey building providing 2 x 1 bed and 3 x 2 bed flats
(total 5 flats) with 3 parking spaces.
At least two of these properties have been sub-divided as the last planning application submitted
for this site said there were 7 flats. No planning application was submitted for the subdivision.
Also the developer has sold / rented the flats without any parking so the residents have to park in
the local road.
He recently advertised the parking area for sale. The Parish Council brought this to the planning
officer’s attention with the last application to add an additional studio flat at the back of the
development (this was refused).

•

Bourne Court 91 – 103 Croydon Road, CR3 6AZ
February 1994
Erection of 5 storey block to provide 34 sheltered flats and one house manager's flat together with
communal facilities, amenity area and car parking .
I have been unable to find out what parking was provided on the site.
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•

Knowle Lodge
111 Croydon Road
47 flats. Built in 1986.
Retirement housing
No information available on TDC website

•

Kingswood Place, 119 – 123 Croydon Road, Caterham CR3 6DJ
Decision January 2008
Demolition of existing buildings and erection of 3/4 storey development comprising 18 flats (14 x
2-bed & 4 x 1-bed) including new vehicular access and associated parking (25 spaces).

•

Bracken Court
131 (133) Croydon Road
Decision February 2009
Demolition of existing buildings. erection of 32 flats comprising a 4/5 storey block providing 20
flats and a 3 storey block providing 12 flats with associated parking and access.

•

Ashton Court, 135 Croydon Road, Caterham CR3 6PW
Decision July 2007
Erection of 4/5 storey building providing 24 flats (6 x 1-bed and 18 x 2-bed) with associated
landscaping and parking.

•

Cypress Court
137 Croydon Road, Caterham, CR3 6PF
Demolition of existing building and erection of 22 x 2-bedroom apartments with new vehicular
access and associated parking
This was refused in 2001 but I and I cannot find any further information as to whether it is still in
use for business purposes or if it has been changed to residential so will walk there in the next few
days and check.

•

Clearway Court, 139-141 Croydon Road, Caterham, Surrey, CR3 6PF
Decision 2019. PD to Flats from open plan offices built in 1992
Ground Floor: Self-contained entrance
First Floor: 1,178 sq.ft (109.4 sq.m)
Second Floor: 1,221 sq.ft (113.4 sq.m)
Total: 2,399 sq.ft 222.8 sq.m
Outside: 8 parking spaces
2019/275 Application
Extension to the roof of the building to create a third floor; change of use of ground, first and
second floors to flats following prior approval for conversion to residential, together with car
parking. 25 flats in total (12 x 1 bed flats and 13 x 2 bed flats).

•

Carpenters Court 151-153 Croydon Road, Caterham CR3 6PX
Decision July 2006
Demolition of 151 and 155 croydon road and joinery works. erection of 1 x 2/3/4 storey building
containing 1 x 3-bed flat, 12 x 2-bed flats and 8 x 1 bed flats (21 dwellings) with associated parking.
erection of bin store and cycle store. revised car parking to joinery works approved under
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reference 2003/1745 to provide 15 spaces – unsure as to how many parking spaces were allocated
to this updated application.
The original application in 2003 was for the erection of 1 x 3/4 storey building to provide 10 x 2 bed & 6 x 1 - bed flats with associated parking (27 spaces) & bin store. erection of replacement
joinery works with associated parking (32 spaces).
•

Stable Court
163 – 167 Croydon Road
Decision 4th February 1972
DEMOLITION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS AND ERECTION OF 18 TWO-STOREY 1 BEDROOM FLATS TWO
ONE-STOREY 2 BEDROOM FLATS AND 20 GARAGES WITH 15 PARKING SPACES

•

Kearton Place, 169 to 171 Croydon Road, Caterham CR3 6PU
Decision 27th September 1994
Demolition of existing 2 houses & erection of 2/3/4 storey block providing 29 x 2 bedroom flats &
1 x 1 bedroom flats with new access, assoc. parking & landscaping
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Appendix 2 Tandridge, Surrey & Coast to Capital Strategic
background
Tandridge District Council Economic Proposition (2017) Extract
( Numbering from the referenced document)

5.26 Tandridge combines a superb quality of life with a great business location. As part of the East
Surrey M25/M23 economic growth corridor, the District has clear locational advantages. These
include access to Gatwick Airport in under 30 minutes, Heathrow in under an hour as well as direct
access to the M25 and wider strategic road. With 11 stations in the District, our residents and
workers have access to wider travel including fast trains to London in just over half an hour and
connections to a range of other locations including Redhill, East Grinstead and the South Coast
5.27 Despite these advantages, there are a number of barriers preventing our area from
maximising its potential as a place to do business and its ability to perform better. Such barriers
include road congestion, rail disruption, availability of commercial space and a lack of high-value
employment opportunities. The Council is keen to place more focus on tackling these challenges
through the right investment, support and infrastructure and have adopted corporate objectives
which support a thriving economy. With this in mind the Council adopted a local economic
strategy and delivery plan in December 2017, known as the Economic Proposition.
5.28 The Economic Proposition provides a framework for strengthening and growing the local
economy to ensure the area can stay competitive and ensure our future prosperity. The
Proposition underpins other local strategies, plans and policies covering such areas as spatial
designations and allocations, commercial development and regeneration, interaction with skills
providers, underpinning bids for funding to support business growth and job opportunities. The
Economic Proposition has been relevant to the content of the policies of Our Local Plan, all of
which seek to protect and enhance the economic offering of the District.
5.30
Other Plans and Strategies
Gatwick 360 - The Coast to Capital Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) (2014) (2018 - 2030)
5.31 In England, Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) are voluntary partnerships between local
authorities and businesses set up in 2011 by the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills to
help determine local economic priorities and lead economic growth and job creation within the
local area. Tandridge District is covered by the Coast to Capital LEP and the Council work closely
with them to establish economic opportunities and seek to overcome challenges related to the
local district as well as the wider regional economy.
The aims of the Economic Proposition are to:
• Improve and increase employment space
• Invest in strategic infrastructure
• Regenerate town centres
• Encourage high-value, high-skilled employment
• Provide support for our businesses to grow and prosper.
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These aims will be delivered through an initial Delivery Plan to be agreed annually and monitored
by Committee and also through the monitoring of the Local Plan.
Policy Context:
5.32 The Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) highlights mechanisms which can improve economic
performance for businesses across the LEP region including things such as broadband and other
infrastructure improvements. The LEP currently focuses on five key sectors of genuine strength
and economic opportunity to ensure the area is recognised as a dynamic and thriving community
of businesses. These are: Creative Digital & IT, Finance and Business Services, Advanced
Manufacturing and Engineering, Environmental Technologies, and Healthcare and Life Sciences.
The majority of the findings of the SEP are applied through the Council's Economic Proposition,
where relevant.
5.33 The first Coast to Capital SEP was published in March 2014. Since then, there have been
significant changes to both the Coast to Capital LEP region and the country as a whole, including
the decision to leave the European Union and the publication of Government's Industrial Strategy
Green Paper (2017) . A new SEP is being prepared and is anticipated later in the Summer of 2018.
5.34 The LEP, in late summer 2018 updated its SEP and published 'Gatwick 360 '̊ , which replaces
the 2014 plan and sets out a new vision. The document asserts that the area has become over
reliant on the London labour market, overstretched rail and infrastructure, some of the highest
house prices in England, as well as continued loss of employment space. The document places
significant emphasis on the role played by Gatwick Airport in helping to benefit the LEP economy
as a place at the geographical and economic heart of the Coast to Capital area, which fuels
business, attracts employers, generates jobs and drives commerce from Croydon through Surrey
to Brighton and across West Sussex and to the coastal towns.
5.35 For Tandridge, the SEP highlights Oxted as an area which has an economic role within the
LEP's wider plan. It also highlights sectors where it forecasts growth and opportunity; for
Tandridge district this includes insurance and financial services, visitor economy and support
services, air transport related industries, computer and consumer electronic manufacturing. The
Council will continue to work with the LEP and reflect the SEP in the future iterations of the
Council's Economic Proposition and delivery plan, as appropriate.

Surrey County
5.36 Sustainable growth needs to be supported by infrastructure. Roads, schools, community and
leisure facilities, healthcare and green space are essential for well-functioning, well-connected
places and healthy communities and vital if we are to retain existing businesses and attract new
ones.
5.37 The Surrey Infrastructure Study (SIS) indicates that delivering the necessary infrastructure to
support growth planned in Surrey to 2031 will cost at least £5.51 billion, with only £3.04 billion of
potential funding identified.
5.38 The SIS was prepared on behalf of the County Council and the 11 Borough and District
Councils in Surrey. Each of the Boroughs and Districts has an existing or emerging Local Plan that
sets out the planned development across its area and the infrastructure needed to support it in
the short to medium term. The updated SIS brings these plans together to provide a 'snap-shot'
reflecting the position as at June 2017 (2). It presents an overview of growth and infrastructure at
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the strategic level across Surrey and highlights the scale of investment required to: government,
infrastructure providers, developers, local communities and businesses.
5.39 A wide range of stakeholders were engaged to inform the study including County and District
council service providers, transport operators, utility companies, higher education providers,
Clinical Commissioning Groups, the Environment Agency, Surrey Nature Partnership and the Coast
to Capital and Enterprise M3 Local Economic Partnerships.

Gatwick Diamond
5.40 The Gatwick Diamond is a geographical area which has one of the strongest local economies
in the UK being just 30 minutes from central London, with London Gatwick Airport at its heart. An
extensive transport network of air, road and rail connects the Gatwick Diamond to London and the
UK, mainland Europe and the rest of the world. Tandridge District lies on the eastern edge of 'the
Diamond' and actively engages with the initiative.
5.41 The mission of the initiative is to concentrate: '...on critical strategic issues, the business-led
Gatwick Diamond Initiative will collaborate with local authority and private sector partners to
lobby, influence, inspire and promote the Gatwick Diamond locally, nationally and internationally
as the best connected, fastest growing and most dynamic business location (3).' Our position in the
Gatwick Diamond presents us with real opportunity to support our economic and business
operations and will be valuable in supporting the prosperity of the area.
5.42 The Gatwick Diamond Post 2030 Infrastructure Study (2017) builds upon and should be read
in conjunction with the supporting infrastructure studies for West Sussex and Surrey, which assess
the current infrastructure capacity and potential impacts of 2015-2030 growth forecasts. It is a
high level study that has been prepared on behalf of West Sussex and East Surrey local authorities
to provide a strategic overview of potential future development between 2030 and 2050, with and
without a second runway at Gatwick Airport, and the infrastructure needed to support that
growth.
5.43 The study provides an assessment of potential infrastructure needs beyond 2030 and many
borough and district Local Plan periods, based on assumptions about future growth which will
depend on decisions to be made in the future. This includes infrastructure needed to directly
mitigate the effects of the airport’s operations and those infrastructure requirements that could
result from wider growth indirectly linked to expansion, such as health and education facilities.
Gatwick Diamond and Surrey Local Strategic Statements (LSS)
5.44 A Local Strategic Statement (LSS) sets out a number of priorities that are common to the
authorities within a specific area. Tandridge District has been a part of and adopted two LSS, as
part of the Gatwick Diamond and as a Surrey Authority. Working groups and close liaison with a
number of authorities has been key to arriving at these agreed statements amongst multiple
parties.
The point of preparation for the Surrey Infrastructure Strategy (SIS) prevented it from being able
to account for the development now proposed through Our Local (Tandridge)Plan: 2033. This will
be accounted for in subsequent updates to the SIS and the Council's locally specific Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) which accompanies the Plan.
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5.45 These LSS's seek to provide a spatial vision for the associated parties and reflect common
strategic issues that authorities want to address - including shared objectives on housing need,
environmental enhancement, economic growth and infrastructure provision.
5.46 Strategic Planning and Local Plans are not just a local matter. Many issues, such as
infrastructure and economic development, affect cross-boundary areas and a matter for more
than just one authority. LSS help to ensure that these shared issues are captured, achieved and
regularly updated.
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Appendix 3. An economic review CCWNP Neighbourhood Plan area
through time
For reference and briefly considering the driving forces behind the development of the
CCWNP area. (Sources Bourne Society and others)
Long-term growth is shown in the chart, of the historic population growth.
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The beginning 1801-1930’s
Caterham began as a small hill farming community, with a population of a few hundred. An old Roman
route passed North/South from London to the coast on high ground, which later with some variation
became the A22.
Nearby Godstone and the Pilgrim's Way over the North Downs provided an East/West connection,
through many Surrey and Kent towns and villages. These lateral routes between London, the channel
ports and south coast contributed to good links.

The Rail era
The first significant factor in development was the Caterham Railway. It opened in 1856, as a railhead
for transporting stone from Godstone Quarry, to London and for passengers. The days of commuting
to London arrived and the “Valley” grew quickly.
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Rail access to London and availability of land, also brought two significant Victorian Institutions – a
barracks and a mental hospital. Between them in 7 short years, over 3,500 people were added, plus all
the related supporting jobs and people.
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After this critical mass was established, the area continued to grow quickly both on the Hill and in the
Valley, with shops, businesses, distribution, services and some light manufacturing. The town’s role as
a place in the attractive Surrey Hills, with an effective commuting service expanded too. The
population trend throughout the period to the 1930’s is shown in the small inset chart for “Caterham
Parish”, which included most of CCWNP today, with its communities of Caterham Hill and Valley,
Chaldon and Whyteleafe. Each have their own separate characters and contribute different aspects of
the total area. Green Belt policy also seeks wherever possible, to maintain such separate identities.
The source of early population records is at: http://www.visionofbritain.org.uk/data/index.jsp#title

Growth continued from the 1930’s, with air travel beginning, to the present era
Croydon was London’s first airport opening in 1928. It was just 7 miles north from Caterham and had
an often ignored and significant impact on local growth.
Access via the A22 bypassing Caterham to its east, came in 1936 allowing better road access north and
south. It was an early “Town Bypass” and strong local growth continued.
After WW2 the area attracted new commercial offices, established along the A22, including the strip
between Wapses Lodge and Whyteleafe, then Kenley and Purley. It was influenced by access to
London, Croydon, Croydon Airport and Caterham’s new A22 bypass , allowing north/south and
east/west road links.
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The A25 nearby at Godstone was initially the major East/West route.
Later impacts were the introduction of Green Belt in 1947; then closure of Croydon Airport by the
early 1960’s after Heathrow’s construction with longer runways for jet aircraft and lastly the
construction of Gatwick as an alternative to Heathrow. The overall strong growth period for the
commercial base continued into the 1970’s but had started to slow after the switch of London’s main
airport location.
The M25 was completed by 1986, along with the M23, improving local travel infrastructure
dramatically. Overall growth with Channel Tunnel, extra capacity at Heathrow and at Gatwick have
continued, as major influences for CCWNP together with good rail services; all strategically located just
20 miles from Charing Cross in an attractive part of the Surrey Hills. The area’s population nevertheless
continued to grow due to the area's attractiveness and available housing.

The latest figure from mid 2018 is that CCWNP’s present population is approx 29000 from
Census figures and projections.

Origins of the Caterham, Chaldon & Whyteleafe area.
Historically, the original settlement was the village of Caterham (now Caterham-on-the-Hill),
which was located on top of the hill as result of the valley being too marshy. It comprised a
basic retail high street, surrounded by agricultural uses – dairy, sheep and arable. It grew up
near St Lawrence’s Church, reported as built around 1095.
In 1840, the population of Caterham was 477 residents. With the coming of the railway, the
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population increased to 815 people by the 1860s, rising to 3,577 by 1871, 6,259 by 1881 and
7,298 by 1891. By 1901, the population was 9,486, increasing to 11,763 in 1921, 14,826 by
1931 and 19,844 by 1961. The 2001 census indicates a population of 19,136, rising to 21,090
in the 2011 census.
Although first recorded in 675 AD, Chaldon has always been a hamlet and has never possessed
a village centre. It originally grew up around St Peter’s & St Paul’s Church, which is reported
to have been built around 1086 and is distinguished by having one of the oldest wall murals in
the country. It has remained an agricultural parish to the present day.
In 1848, Chaldon’s population was 197, falling to 165 by 1871 and then rising to 185 by 1881
and 280 by 1891. By 1901, it had only increased to 266. The 2001 census indicates a
population of 1,821, falling to 1735 in the 2011 census.
In 1855, Whyteleafe was scarcely inhabited and grew up around a house built by a Mr Glover.
The railway was the formative influence in developing the village. In 1869, a local
entrepreneur bought land in Whyteleafe to set up a gasworks to supply gas to the growing
communities in Whyteleafe and Caterham. The Church of St Luke was built in 1866 and its
first primary school was built in 1892, enlarged in 1900 and then enlarged again in 1907. By
1911, the population of Whyteleafe was larger than the older adjoining village of Warlingham.
Population figures are: 3315 in 2001 and 3,900 in 2011.
The arrival of the railway in the 1850s led to a rapid change in the character of Caterham. The
Caterham branch line was opened as the Caterham Railway on 5 August 1856, from a junction
with the London, Brighton and South Coast Railway (LB&SCR). The opening had been delayed
because of a quarrel between the LB&SCR and the South Eastern Railway (SER), in whose
territory the line was deemed to be. When the Caterham Railway went bankrupt in 1859, the
SER took it over.
Caterham Valley town centre grew up around the station and its railway sidings. Although the
line was originally intended to continue south, Caterham station became a terminus to a
branch line and the main point of arrival for people and goods not just for Caterham but also
its hinterland.
The station made commuting possible for wealthy London-based businessmen and their
families, escaping the London congestion and pollution, leading to mansions being built
around the valley and particularly within the Harestone area. This affluent residential
population itself encouraged the growth of the town creating demand for goods and services
and creating employment.
Because of its strategic location on top of the North Downs, alongside the Godstone Gap
through the hills (now the A22) and close to the Merstham Gap (A23), the CCWNP area has
always possessed a military significance as the last line of defence before London.
The Victorians built upon this legacy constructing an Army Barracks in 1877 in Caterham-onthe-Hill, which was now accessible thanks to the railway. It was used until 1990 to house and
train the Guards regiments.
A series of 13 military mobilisation centres were built in the 1890s along the North Downs,
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one of which still exists as Fosterdown/Pilgrims Fort within the CCWNP Plan area.
Pilgrims Fort is located close to an Iron Age Hill Fort, War Coppice Camp.
With the arrival of air power, Kenley aerodrome was established at the time of the First World
War and used to assemble planes and then as a base to fly them out to the front line in France.
Kenley aerodrome, part of which lies within the CCWNP Plan area, then played a significant
part in the Battle of Britain and the Second World War.
The railway also brought visitors who came to ‘enjoy the air’ on the Downs. In response to
this, the Valley Hotel was built opposite the station, with The Hydro Hotel (A bore hole
provided local water) along the Godstone Road.
This reputation for healthy air led to hospitals being established around the area, including St
Lawrence’s Hospital in Caterham on-the-Hill alongside the army barracks and originally known
as the Caterham Asylum, then as Metropolitan Asylum for Imbeciles and then as the
Caterham Mental Hospital before becoming known as St Lawrence’s Hospital.
In 1884, the Congregational School for sons of ministers relocated from Lewisham to
Caterham Valley. Now known as Caterham School, it is a large private boarding school with a
good reputation and is the second largest employer in the CCWNP Plan area.
The army barracks and the hospital led to a demand for goods and services and created
employment, which led to the growth of the town on the hill. Low cost housing was built and
it led to retail development, splitting the business district still further with shopping parades in
Chaldon Road, Westway (originally Asylum Road) and along the Coulsdon Road, in addition to
the original High Street and the Caterham Valley town centre. The housing was targeted at
lower socio-economic groups and created a very different character to the mansions in the
Harestone part of the Plan area.
The population growth due to the influence of the influx of commuters, together with the
barracks and hospital, led also to the establishment of new churches (United Reform Church
1863, St Mary’s 1866, Upper Caterham Congregational 1876, Sacred Heart 1881, St John’s
1882), livery stables, a fire station, an ambulance station and the general growth of other uses
in the town. Schools were built with the parish school set up in 1804 being enlarged in 1852
and 1858. A county council school was built in 1872, enlarged in 1893 and 1909. A Roman
Catholic School was built in 1881, a Caterham Valley Church School in 1885 and as noted
above, the Congregational School relocated to Caterham in 1884. These in turn underpinned
and enabled the residential growth.
At this point, the CCWNP area and Caterham in particular were significant places, targeted for
growth. At the time, Purley, where the Caterham branch line met the main line was known as
Caterham Junction.In 1939 (7th April), the Caterham by-pass was opened. It is reputed to be
one of the earliest such roads in the country and the roundabout at the north end (Wapses
Lodge) is said to be Britain’s first elevated traffic island.
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Immediately following the Second World
War, there was a plan for Caterham to
grow and to expand to the east, across the
A22 Caterham by-pass, into the land
beyond.

WHYTELEAFE development
Commercial development took place during the 1950s and early 1960s with large employers
setting up offices outside London in locations with access to central London.

Overall CCWNP commercial development
From the 1850s up to the mid-1950s/1960, it can be seen that housing development went hand-inhand with infrastructure improvements and public sector investment. Housing largely followed
employment opportunity and community facilities grew up in response to population growth.
The development in the 1950s/1960 turned out to be effectively the last stage in the CCWNP
Neighbourhood Plan area’s commercial development and in any infrastructure improvement.
During the last 50 years, the area has seen very little commercial development:
The construction of replacement offices in 1975 on the Garrod and Lofthouse site (Garrod House
known as the ‘AON’ building) at the junction of Heath Road and Rook Lane (Caterham on the Hill). This
building after being vacant for over 15 years, was replaced by a purpose. built church and community
centre in 2018
Replacement buildings/uses on the former Givaudan site (Bourne House serviced offices in 1998
approx. and the Ann Summers office and warehouse distribution centre in 2000). The site formerly
occupied by Ann Summers in Whyteleafe has recently been demolished and a scheme to build
residential units is anticipated. Bourne House has been very successful with multiple businesses in the
shared facility.
An office block built in the 1970s by Croudace for their own occupation in Caterham Valley;
Two small office buildings constructed where the Godstone Road meets the A22 Caterham by-pass
built in mid 1990’s. These have been occupied for most of the time that they have been built;
A small (net 1,800sqm) Tesco supermarket was built on part of the barracks site, together with a
veterinary practice and a doctors’ surgery. The Officers Mess was converted to serviced offices as part
of the redevelopment of the land in 1998, and generally since 2012 has been full. The former
gymnasium was converted to an arts/leisure building and has struggled to stay financially afloat. The
overwhelming majority of the barracks site (16 hectares) was used to build 366 homes. There was an
urban development brief from the local planning authority requiring 50% community and 50%
commercial use of retained existing buildings; this has proved a successful scheme.
Whyteleafe Business Village was built in the early 1990's in place of a number of small shops, using
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compulsory purchase powers. It is located in the middle of Whyteleafe, alongside the railway station
and has its own parking. Despite this several units have been empty for 5 years, after ATOS moved out
of the area but paid for a fixed lease term and the development is being converted to residential under
permitted development rules.
In 2007, a Travelodge hotel on a part of the Commercial Union site as part of the Well Farm Heights
development, which also provided 200 key worker apartments. New development did not compensate
for the scale of loss in terms of employment opportunity.
Office stock in the Plan area was largely old and unattractive and employers mentioned have left the
town. Rents fell in response to the significant supply and in relation to the poor quality facilities being
offered. That situation has changed in 2019, with permitted development cannibalizing many older
sites and converting to residential. There remain some key sites that need to be preserved for
employment however and higher commercial yields are encouraging their regeneration, if linked to
some tougher rules on site allocation.
The area regressed from a vibrant growing area to one that at best is stagnating and commercially
sites have gradually becoming more run-down and unattractive.
By comparison, housing development continues apace, with sites such as a former hospital being
developed exclusively for hundreds of dwellings.
In commercial terms, the CCWNP Forum area appears to suffer from a poor image, attracting little
interest from Government or from commercial developers or businesses.
This is despite being located close to an M25 junction, relatively close to the Channel crossings at
Folkstone, Dover, etc, with Gatwick and Heathrow airports being in easy driving distance and with four
train stations, providing links directly to London and other destinations.
The reasons for this decline were effectively the imbalance between site values as commercial vs
residential and Government and local authority development control policy, which is discussed
elsewhere.
The introduction of the Green Belt in the mid-1950s has probably had the biggest impact on the
economic development of the Plan area, directly restricting its ability to spread and grow but also
indirectly influencing the types of use that are considered acceptable.
Restrictive policies on commercial development have been put in place by the planning authority,
apparently on the basis that commercial development leads to demand for housing and that it uses
valuable land, thereby creating pressure to release Green Belt land. This is despite the fact that the
amount of land required for commercial uses is much less than is required for housing development,
especially with detached and semi-detached dwellings.
This reasoning can be seen with hindsight to be flawed. Housing development has continued apace
and there has been constant pressure for release of Green Belt land, notwithstanding the restriction
on commercial development. The result of this policy approach has been to create a need for
residents to commute out of the area for work or other amenities (shopping, leisure, etc), exerting
pressure on transport infrastructure, increasing pollution levels and damaging family and community
life.
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Appendix 4 – Critical Sites, Draft Article 4 directives and
correspondence with Tandridge District Council
1.

Email Chris Windridge to Sara Thompson 16th Sept 2015

2.

Response from Sara Thompson 21 Sep 2015

( Available on request)

( Available on request
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